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“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”
News

Sports

Sports

Story on Page 16

Men’s and women’s track
teams host OVC championship this weekend.
Story on Page 16

Swimmers start competition at
Midwest Classic today.

Coffee Express set to reopen
temporarily.
Story on Page 3

Senate
approves
rate hike

Down for
the count

By Jeremy Pelzer

Student government editor

Sara Figiel / Photo editor
(At top) Ken Coffee, 25 of Ashmore, gets his eyes checked after being knocked down by Trevor Hinkle, a sophomore speech communication major, during the second round of their fight on Tuesday night at Stix. Friends of Coffee surrounded him as he tried to collect himself. (Above) Trevor Hinkle (left), a sophomore speech communication major, and Coffee go two rounds in the ring Tuesday night at Stix
during the fifth week of barroom boxing. Hinkle was able to leave Stix undefeated once again.

Bar room transforms for boxing
By Sara Figiel
Staff writer

With the song “Youth Gone
Wild” by Skid Row blaring in the
background, cocktail waitresses
serving rounds of beer and the usual
haze of cigarette smoke hanging in
the air, bar room boxing at Stix
rounded up its weekly boxers and
audience members for the fifth time
Tuesday night.
Boxing fever seems to be running rampant again in Charleston as
the attendance and participation to
the weekly featured main event has
increased and is expected to inch
back up to the high attendance rates
seen during the opening weeks.
“It was really popular in the
beginning, then it died down,” said
Monica Cameron, a senior business
management major and Stix
employee. “But it really has picked
up this week because it is almost the
end.”
Regardless of the setting being in
a bar, there is nothing out of the
ordinary taking place at Stix

because of this temporary sporting
event.
“Nothing major has happened. If
we see something we kick them
out,” said Jamie Skraba, a senior
speech communication major.
“We’ve never had anything break
out after a fight.”
Organization is the key to the
fights staying in the ring and not
continuing on the floor, said Debbie
McMahon, manager of Stix. But
that is what Stix is known for.
“In the beginning people thought
that it was going to be almost like
ultimate fighting,” said McMahon.
“But it’s not like WWF.”
“It quiets down when the fights
start,” said McMahon. “Because
they enjoy watching it.”
There is a respected silence that
falls on the bar with the start of each
fight. The only noise comes from
the sporadic punches and cheers
which cut through the smoke
emphasized spotlights over the ring.
Skraba, who has worked as a
See BOXING Page 11

City fines Stix
By Shauna Gustafson
Development director

A $500 fine was given to Stix Wednesday
after the bar pled guilty to one count of frequenting by a minor.
A liquor hearing was held to decide if the bar
was at fault for the admittance of two minors in
connection to the bar room boxing events Stix
began holding on Jan. 23.
Three counts against the bar were dismissed,
including two counts of sale or gift of alcohol to
a minor and one count of frequenting by a minor.
Matthew P. Podgorski, a junior political science major, participated in the first bar room boxing event on Jan. 23 after having filled out an
application that said he was 21. He is 19.
Another fighter also was underage, but Stix
was not held accountable for that incident
because it did not have knowledge he had entered
the bar.
Stix said Podgorski was not served any alcohol while he was at the bar.
“We just want the city to know ... Stix did not
serve either of these people,” said David Nelson,
attorney for Stix owner Dean Gawin.
Mayor Dan Cougill assigned the $500 fine but
no suspension for admitting Podgorski.

Student Senate members endorsed increasing the
cost of room and board rates next semester by as
much as $250 Wednesday.
In approving the rates by an 18-5-3 vote, senate
members also recommended the retention of the residence hall newspaper plan. However, the senate
decided not to recommend the installation on paper
towel dispensers or hand dryers in residence hall
bathrooms.
Vice President for Student Affairs Lou Hencken
said the increase was a necessity.
“We believe that every dime for the increase is
needed,” Hencken said.
Senate members agreed.
“If we want to have new things and nice things
and a warm place to stay, it doesn’t come free,” said
Tommy Brewer, vice president for financial affairs.
The rates approved by the senate Wednesday
were revised from a proposal prepared by the Bond
Revenue Committee last month. Although the
revised rates are as much as $40 lower than the rates
proposed by the Bond Revenue Committee, the
original plan called for increases in dining dollars
allotted for meal plans. The rates endorsed by the
senate would maintain current levels of dining dollars.
Hencken said the new rates were an improvement
over the original plan, which the senate decided to
delay endorsing last month for lack of information.
“I think these rates approved today are better,
fairer for the students than were proposed earlier,”
Hencken said.
Student Body President Katie Cox called the vote
on the rate increase “a huge victory on the part of
students.”
“We’ve gotten (the rates) lowered,” Cox said.
Not all senate members were as supportive of the
proposal.
“When will it stop?” asked senate member Yve
Williams, who noted that housing rates went up
around $160 last year.
“This is not 3 percent inflation — this is hundreds of dollars a year,” Williams said, who later
voted against the rate proposal.
Williams said that students on financial aid
would be particularly affected by the increase, referring to comments made earlier to the senate by
Maisha Gilbert, a senior health studies major.
“It’s hard enough to pay what I already pay,” said
Gilbert, a financial aid recipient.
Senate members also voted to retain the newspaper program after students gave a “big fat yes” to the
idea.
However, senate members said most people they
talked to about the paper towel program were
against the plan.
Weyhaupt said the recommendation will now go
to the Board of Trustees, who will vote on the rates
during their meeting Friday.
“I don’t think anybody knows for sure what the
board is going to do,” said senate member Steve
Poettker.
In other business, senate members tabled a bylaw
change preventing Student Government funds from
going to third parties, and approved Zeta Alpha
Omicron as a Recognized Student Organization.
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Forum addresses questions of truth

The Daily Eastern News is published daily,
Monday through Friday, in Charleston, Ill., during fall and spring semesters and twice weekly
during the summer term except during school
vacations or examinations, by
the students of Eastern Illinois
University. Subscription price:
$38 per semester, $16 for summer only, $68 all
year. The Daily Eastern News is a member of
The Associated Press, which is entitled to
exclusive use of all articles appearing
in this paper. The editorials on Page 4
represent the majority opinion of the
editorial board; all other opinion pieces
are signed. The Daily Eastern News editorial
and business offices are located in Buzzard
Hall, Eastern Illinois University.

The question, “Can we get closer
to the truth?” was answered
Wednesday by Teresa Britton of the
philosophy department.
Britton conducted a discussion
based on her own interpretations of
proving the theories of science. This
is called the paradox of verisimilitude.

The Daily

By Jodi Aeschleman
Staff writer

“In the simplest terms, the paradox of verisimilitude means the language in which theories are
expressed shouldn’t make any difference to which theory we should
accept,” Britton said.
The purpose behind this topic
was to show that scientific theories
move closer to becoming true if there
has not been any evidence showing
that the particular theory is false.
If you change the language the

theory is presented in, the theory
should still be the same, but Britton
showed her audience that this is not
always true.
Britton’s presentation was the
first of five discussions. Five professors in the philosophy department
are presenting different topics of
interest to them.
The next forum is March 7, at 4
p.m. in Lumpkin Room 017. The
forum is free and open to the public.
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police

blotter
Alcohol violations
■ Jason

M. Churchill, 20, of the
400 block of 12th Street, was
cited at 10:15 p.m. Saturday on
the 400 block of Sixth Street for
purchase/acceptance of alcohol by
a minor, a police report stated.
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Night staff

Scoping out the Health Fair
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Students, faculty and representatives from business around the Charleston area gathered in the Student Recreation
Center to test, explore and view the many exhibits during the health fair on Wednesday afternoon. Free pizza, fruit
and bike rides were some of the perks at the fair.

What’s on
tap?
By Jennifer Rigg
Activities editor

Critics have called comedian
Leighann Lord’s comedy sharp, brilliant, pretty, political, topical, witty,
intelligent and bottom line — funny
— said Tim Edwards, University
Board comedy coordinator.
Students can be their own critics
tonight.
In celebration of AfricanAmerican Month 2001, UB comedy
will host comedian Leighann Lord at
9 p.m. in the 7th Street Underground

cdsievers@eiu.edu

Associate news editor Michelle Jones
majones@eiu.edu

Editorial page editor Matt Neistein
mtneistein@eiu.edu

Sports editor Bill Ruthhart
brruthhart@eiu.edu

Verge editor Jamie Moore
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Photo editor Sara Figiel
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Special events open to all students, faculty, staff and community members can be published in What’s on tap. Events limited to specific groups or organizations or regularly scheduled events can be published in CampusClips. To have your event included send
details, including time, date, place and cost, to cucds6@pen.eiu.edu or bring a written statement to 1811 Buzzard Hall.

in the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
Lord recently appeared on
Comedy Central on a show celebrating Black History Month, Tim
Edwards, said.
Lord also has appeared on
numerous stand-up comedy shows,
including Lifetime’s “Girl’s Night
Out,” VH-1’s “Stand Up Spotlight,”
HBO’s “Def Jam Allstar,” Comedy
Central’s “Premium Blend 2” and
NBC’s “Comedy Showcase.”
“She’s energetic and innovative,”
Edwards said.

Today

althon@eiu.edu

Managing editor Kyle Bauer
kmbauer@eiu.edu

In Wednesday’s edition of The
Daily Eastern News an article incorrectly stated the name of Dan
Sebright’s restaurant. Sebright has
not yet named his restaurant.
In another article in the same edition misidentified the title of Darryl
Nees. Nees is the fire chief.
The News regrets the errors.

‘Energetic and innovative’ comedian comes to 7th Street Underground

Editor in chief Amy Thon

News editor Chris Sievers
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three-day

3:30 p.m., Tuskegee Airmen, “Then and
Now,” Physical Science Building, Phipps
Lecture Hall.
■ 6 p.m., “Directions Workshop for undecided
majors,” Mattoon/Charleston Room, Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union. Presented by
a panel of students representing 14 majors.
■ 7 p.m., Lysistrata, Doudna Fine Arts Center.
■ 5:10 p.m., Women’s Basketball v. Morehead
State, Lantz Gym.
■ 5:10 p.m., Men’s Basketball v. Morehead
State, Lantz Gym.
■ 9 p.m,, University Board Comedy presents
Leighann Lord , Rathskeller, Martin Luther
■

In 1997 and 1998, she represented the United States in Trinidad’s
International Laugh Festival, and she
appeared in the George Lucas film
“Radioland Murders” alongside
comedy greats like Robert Klein and
Bobcat Goldthwaithe, Edwards said.
Most recently, her comedic act
won her a part in the Riant Theater
Women’s Festival in New York City,
Edwards said.
Refreshments and giveaways will
be a part of the evening.
“The giveaways will be different
and much nicer,” Edwards said.

Saturday

Friday
■

7 p.m., Lysistrata, Doudna Fine Arts Center

■ 7:30 p.m., EIU Percussion Ensemble gives
concert, Dvorak Concert Hall, Doudna Fine
Arts Center.

Among the items planned to be
given away are CD gift certificates, a
radio digital clock, a 180-minute
calling card and other electronic gadgets, Edwards said.
Edwards also will give away a
CD gift certificate on his WEIU-FM
88.9 Hip Hop Show in the five
o’clock hour featuring Edwards
himself as the Notorious T.I.M. and
Bumpy Jones.
“I want everyone to come out (to
the show), so we can celebrate
African- American Month together,”
Edwards said.

■

7 p.m., Lysistrata, Doudna Fine Arts Center

■ 7 p.m., Miss Black EIU pageant, Grand
Ballroom, Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.

Campus
Room and board rate
increases go before BOT
Thursday, February 22, 2001
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Spring Break Fitness Sale
3 month membership for

ONLY $49!!!
24 Hour Access
Fitness Gym

PTC Fitness Gym
301 Madison Ave • Charleston, IL
345-7202 or 276-3400
(Offer Expires 2-28-01)
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Coffee Express
returns, for now
By Michelle Jones
Assoc. news editor

Back by popular demand is
the coffee shop in the Martin
Luther King Jr. University
Union.
Coffee Express will re-open
today and will be open until
TCBY opens, said Jody Horn,
director of Panther Dining, in an
e-mail.
It will re-open because Dining
had requests for something until
TCBY opened, Horn said.
“We were offering muffins
down by the Chick-fil-A, but I’m
not sure enough people knew
this,” she said. “Since we haven’t
started the work on TCBY yet, I
think this will help.”
Coffee Express will be open
from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. Monday
through Friday and will serve
muffins, bagels, soup and coffee,
which were the most requested
items, Horn said.
In the future, it also may offer
cappuccino.
“It will be a little more limited than before since it is tempo-

rary,” Horn said.
The decision was made about
a week ago by dining personnel,
the union staff, and Shirley
Stewart, associate vice president
for student affairs.
There still is no opening date
for TCBY. However, Horn said
they are aggressively working on
it.
“We want to make sure it is a
concept and design like we want
since it won’t be temporary,” she
said.
Moving Subway and Chickfil-A took some time away from
TCBY’s construction, but Dining
decided those projects had a
higher priority.
Horn said TCBY will offer
upscale coffee, gourmet baked
goods and yogurt.
Connie’s pizza should soon be
available in the Market Place,
Horn said.
“We have the oven and the
product,” she said. “We just need
the signage and the dispensing
cabinet.”
Also, construction of the new
food court began Wednesday.

LOOKING FOR SOMETHING

”

and install the needed equipment
and oversee the construction of
the project.
Honeywell guarantees the
university will attain annual
energy or operational savings
equal to or greater than the annual costs of financing the project,
according to the agenda.
Honeywell Inc. will supplement
the savings if they are less than
the guaranteed amount.
The net result is that Eastern
will receive approximately $6.2
million of capital improvements
without a special appropriation.
In other business, the BOT
executive committee will vote on
approving purchase items for
phase three of the chilled water
loop project, which will cost
about $1 million.
The project includes all labor
and materials for the general
heating and electrical work for
the project, according to the
agenda.
The phase consists of
Lawson, Andrew, Thomas and
Taylor halls’ air conditioning
systems being connected with
the mini chilled water loop and
McAfee Gym and the Physical
Science building being connected to the main campus chilled
water loop.
The general construction bid
was awarded to Grunloh
Construction of Effingham for
$106,500.
The heating construction bid
was awarded to Reliable
Plumbing & Heating of Savoy
for $868,050, and the electrical
construction bid was awarded to
Commercial Electric Inc. of
Mattoon for $18,345.

DIFFERENT??

on the assumption that the occupancy of the residence halls and
Greek court will maintain an
average of 90 percent and that 60
percent of students select either
the five or 10 plus meal plans, 25
percent select the 12 plus plan
and 15 percent select the 15 plus
meal plan.
Schnackel previously said
many students have switched to
less expensive meal plans over
the past semester. As a result, the
university lost about $250,000.
In addition, double room rates
will increase by $50 per semester, and deluxe double room
rates will increase by $30. Also,
summer and intersession rates
will increase by about $21.
University apartments and
University Court rates were
increased by an average of 3 percent at the Jan. 22 BOT meeting.
Members of the executive
committee include Vice Chair
Nate Adderson, member Betsy
Mitchell and member Roger
Dettro.
The BOT executive committee also will vote on approving
phase two of an energy conservation project performed by
Arlington
Heights
based
Honeywell Inc.
The cost of the project has yet
to be determined, but the purchase approval is listed as a purchase of $100,000 or more.
Under the terms of the agreement, Honeywell Inc. would perform an energy audit of
Eastern’s campus to identify
energy conservation projects,
according to the agenda.
After projects have been identified, Honeywell Inc. would buy

CORNER OF 17TH & CHARLESTON, MATTOON
FOLLOW ROUTE 16, JUST 2 MILES PAST THE INTERSTATE.

Bill Schnackel,
former director of university housing and dining

The Council on University
Planning and Budget Friday will
be discussing how to keep up
with budget initiatives during
the summer.
The council will be meeting
in the 1895 Room of the
University Union at 3 p.m.
“It is becoming clear that
many activities regarding the
university budget occur in the
summer,” said Elizabeth Hitch,
dean of the College of Adult and
Continuing Education.
“The discussion will about
how we can keep the Council
informed about the summer budget activities,” Hitch said.
Hitch said summer meetings
are one option, but they will also
discuss any other options CUPB
members may propose.
The council is also scheduled
to to hear a brief report from Jill

Nilsen, acting vice president for
external relations.
The report will overview the
legislative agenda as Nilsen sees
it developing, according to
Hitch.
The $4.5 million IBHE recommended budget increase and
the IBHE capitol budget recommendations for Eastern will be
going through the Illinois
General Assembly this spring.
In other business, the council
will elect a student to the executive committee and review proposed by-law changes.
The council’s bylaws stipulate that the student must be
elected to the executive committee by a vote by the council.
Hitch said the previous student member resigned from the
position.
Hitch also said first drafts of
some bylaw changes will presented at the meeting to be voted
on at a later meeting.

COFFEE • SANDWICHES • PASTERIES • ESPRESSO

“

We are trying to keep the cost of Eastern affordable.

Administration editor

LIve Music Every Friday Night
Open Poetry Every Saturday Night

Eastern’s room and board
rates will increase by about 7.7
percent if passed by the Board of
Trustees Executive Committee at
its Friday meeting.
The BOT executive meeting
will be held at 1 p.m. in the
President’s Conference Room of
the
Livingston
C.
Lord
Administration Building.
Room and board rates will
increase by an average of $162
per semester, but that could be
increased by an additional $10
per semester if the newspaper
program is continued.
The rates also could be further increased by $7 per semester if the decision is made to
place paper towels in the
restrooms of all the residence
halls, according to the BOT
agenda.
“We are trying to keep the
cost of Eastern affordable,” Bill
Schnackel, former director of
university housing and dining,
previously said.
According to a letter from
Schnackel to Lou Hencken, vice
president for student affairs, the
initial increase is based on
n A $.01 postage increase
n A 4 percent salary increase
for full time employees
n
A 3.5 percent budgeted
increase in food costs
n . A cash stipend increase of
$50 for resident assistants per
semester
n An increase in operating
costs associated with inflation
and additional services
n The dedication of approximately $200,000 to a new student residence hall scholarship
program.
n An increase in the departmental contribution to “Fixed
Costs” to accommodate the
Century 2000 Network, the new
Cable television system
and
several large capital projects.
The increases also are based

By Joseph Ryan

OPEN 6AM-9PM MON-THURS, IIPM WEEKENDS

Administration editor

CUPB to review budget
initiatives for the summer

235-BEAN

Board to look at 7.7 percent addition to current fee
By Joseph Ryan
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Leading
the way

or the past several years, Eastern has discussed the
benefits and drawbacks of online courses and
degree programs, as have most other universities
across the nation. The debate revolves around the
importance of the Internet, and opinions vary as to just how
effective it is as a learning medium.
Some Eastern faculty members have just weighed in on
the side of the World Wide Web.
Last week the 60 winners of the Technology Enhanced
and Delivered Education grants announced their plans for
the funds, and each department is planning to use the money
for Web sites and online
Online education
degree programs.
The fact that Eastern profesThe use of these grants for
sors are using grants to create
Internet development shows
online learning opportunities
that professors themselves
shows Eastern the way of the
support the expansion into
future.
online teaching, and the university would do well to follow.
The grants, totaling $286,184, were decided by the
Technology Enhanced and Delivered Education steering
committee. Some departments are using the funds for training, while others are using it for specific classes.
Of the 60 grants, 24 were given out in the professional
development category. These funds will pay for seminars,
workshops or classes for faculty members who want to work
with online courses or technology enhanced courses.
These grants will provide resources for faculty members
to enhance the use of technology in their classrooms. As
technology becomes increasingly important, it is essential
that Eastern keeps up with other universities throughout the
state and the country in integrating technology into the classrooms. The only way to do this is for faculty members to be
proficient in the use of technology in their classrooms.
After graduation students will need to be trained in modern technology and use of the Internet. These technology
grants will help students get that experience.
Ten of the grants were awarded in the category of technology delivered courses. This money will make it possible
for classes to fully convert to online courses. Posting online
makes Eastern’s programs more widely available to those
who otherwise wouldn’t not have access to the university.
The largest grants were given in the category of technology delivered programs, which will facilitate the development
of complete degree programs online. These grants also will
increase the availability of Eastern’s programs to students
throughout the state.
Eastern should listen to its professors and continue to
provide funding, as these grants do, to expand the use of
technology in the classroom.
The editorial is the opinion of the editorial board of The Daily
Eastern News.

n
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Today’s quote

We will either find a way, or make one.
Hannibal
general, 247-183 B.C.

”
The Daily
Eastern News
“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”

es, it’s almost Oscar
time again, that glorious time of year when
Hollywood decides
who made the best movies in the
past year, and once again, the
nominations are fairly disappointing.
Unless, of course, your name
Sean Stangland
is Ridley Scott. Scott’s summer
DEN columnist
blockbuster “Gladiator” leads
the pack with 12 nominations,
including Best Picture, Actor,
Supporting Actor, Director and Original Screenplay. Not
bad for a film in a genre that has been forgotten since the
days of Stanley Kubrick’s “Spartacus.” Scott also has the
added pleasure of being the director of everybody’s favorite
cannibal movie, “Hannibal.”
“Gladiator” is the obvious choice to win Best Picture,
and why shouldn’t it be? It was the only film from a lackluster year that everyone seemed to like, and it’s the best
film from a director who has been largely ignored by the
Academy for his entire career, even though he has made
films like “Blade Runner,” “Alien” and “Thelma & Louise.”
The only other film with “Gladiator”’s universal acclaim
is Ang Lee’s “Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon,” the martial
arts masterpiece that will never win Best Picture because it
is a foreign film. The Oscars’ main function is to promote
Hollywood, and “Crouching Tiger” is a Chinese product; it
will be rewarded instead with a Best Foreign Film win.
The Best Picture category also boasts two Steven
Soderbergh films, “Traffic” and “Erin Brockovich,” that will
cancel each other out because they are both directed by
Soderbergh. The same curse will prevent Soderbergh from
winning one of his two Best Director nominations.
Then there’s “Chocolat,” the movie that no one thought
would actually wind up in the Best Picture category. The
fact that “Chocolat” is included is further proof of the power
that Bob and Harvey Weinstein have over Hollywood. The
Weinsteins run Miramax Pictures, and it is widely believed
that they basically bought “Shakespeare in Love’s” Best
Picture win in 1998 by flooding Academy voters with

Work on blood drives
is appreciated
I wanted to give a shout out to all of
the students who came out to donate
this year whether it was with the Red
Cross or Community Blood Services.
Every unit counts and there should be
no competition when it comes to saving lives. The blood donated had the
potential to save 1,200 lives.
I also wanted to give a big shout out
to the Daily Eastern News for helping
the committee so much by writing articles about the drives.
Last, but not least, I want to thank
the rest of the committee and Bryan
Miller for doing everything that they
have done. I don’t want to forget to

EDITORIAL BOARD
AMY THON
KYLE BAUER
CHRIS SIEVERS
MICHELLE JONES
MATT NEISTEIN
SHAUNA GUSTAFSON

Editor
Managing editor
News editor
Associate news editor
Editorial page editor
Development director

advertisements and screening
tapes. That’s also the theory
behind last year’s surprise show“Even in an off
ing of Miramax’s “The Cider
year like 2000, the House Rules,” which was able
to bring Michael Caine a Best
Academy still
Supporting Actor win for the
doesn’t know what weakest performance of the
group (Tom Cruise in
it’s doing.”
“Magnolia”? Haley Joel Osment
in “The Sixth Sense”?).
Even in an off year like 2000,
the Academy still doesn’t know
what it’s doing. There were very few films that dared to be
different last year, and none of them save for “Crouching
Tiger” made the Best Picture cut. The rest are fairly formulaic pictures, even if some of them happen to be outstanding
like “Traffic” and “Gladiator.”
In a perfect world, the Best Picture category would contain Lars Von Trier’s “Dancer in the Dark,” an anti-musical
of sorts that will make you wish Bjork would ditch her
music career and become a full-time actress. Bjork wasn’t
even nominated for Best Actress for a performance that has
been universally praised as one of the year’s finest. Instead,
Julia Roberts will win for her routine turn in a routine film
like “Erin Brockovich,” just because it’s her time.
The inclusion of “Erin Brockovich” infuriates me; what
was so special about this movie? It was “A Civil Action”
with a push-up bra. Big deal. Why not honor something
with some creativity like “O Brother, Where Art Thou?” or
even “Chicken Run”? Oh, well. We have to remember that
these are the same people that gave Phil Collins an Oscar
for another drippy Disney number last year when they could
have honored Trey Parker and Matt Stone for the brilliance
of the “South Park” movie’s twisted songs.
In the end, the Oscars mean nothing. But that doesn’t
mean I won’t get upset about them.
Sean Stangland is a senior journalism major and a semimonthly columnist for The Daily Eastern News. His e-mail
address is sdstangland@eiu.edu Columns are the opinion of the
author.
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Your
turn
Letters to the editor
thank Papa John’s, SAM/SHRM, 92.1
The Party, WMCI and Double Q for all
their help with the drives as well.
The American Red Cross has a
committee of students that does all the
publicity work and the coordination of
volunteers and donors on campus.
These students are the ones that are
responsible for the publicity of the drives in the DEN as well as around campus.
Regarding the problems between
the Food and Drug Administration and
the Red Cross, there was a minor problem concerning the regulation of the

blood in Atlanta, but not with the
blood itself. This problem caught the
attention of the FDA, and because of
this the FDA wants the Red Cross to
pay fines.
The Red Cross is opposed to this
idea because it is a non-profit organization, but it is willing to amend its
practices. The Red Cross is working
closely and consistently with the FDA
to assure that it is in compliance with
all regulations. Be assured that the
blood you donate will go to save lives
in the safest way as possible.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR – The Daily Eastern
News accepts letters to the editor addressing local,
state, national and international issues. They
should be less than 250 words and include the
author’s name, telephone number and address.
Students should indicate their year in school and
major. Faculty, administration and staff should
indicate their position and department. Letters
whose authors cannot be verified will not be

Send letters to the editor via e-mail to althon@eiu.edu

Andrea Farmer

President of the Red Cross
Blood Drive Committee

printed. Depending on space constraints, we may
have to edit your letter, so keep it as concise as
possible. Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern
News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL 61920;
faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-mailed to
althon@eiu.edu
EDITORIALS – The Daily Eastern News prints
editorials that reflect the majority opinion of The
Daily Eastern News student editorial board.
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Lack of funds leads
to excess flooding
By Karen Kirr
Campus editor

Eastern’s inefficient drainage
of rain water from campus
grounds is a frustration students
will have to endure until further
funds are allocated for sidewalk
improvements, said Gary Reed,
director of physical plant.
“There is some funding
remaining to be done,” he said.
With more funds, Reed said
he hopes several sidewalks, especially those in the quad areas, can
be replaced.
“I know some of the sidewalks
are terrible,” Reed said. “We try
to earmark for some sidewalk
improvements each year.”
Carol Strode, interim director
of facilities planning and management, indicated that repairs or
replacements to sidewalk sections around campus decrease
drainage problems created by
excess rain.
“When major sections are
replaced the elevation is raised
slightly to improve water runoff,”
Strode said. “This can be seen in
the long section that was done
last summer in front of (the)
Physical Science (Building).”
She said similar improvements will be made to the sidewalk between McAfee and the
Martin
Luther
King
Jr.
University Union this summer.
Rain in January and February
has a tendency to result in flood-

ing because the ground is frozen
during those months and the rain
must run off rather than soak in,
she said.
The sparse amount of grass on
certain parts of campus, inadvertently created by vehicles, along
with basic wear and tear, can also
create additional nuisances to
rain falls, Strode said.
“Service vehicles, vendors,
delivery trucks and some contractors needing to access buildings add to the problems of mud
and drainage when they create
wheel ruts near sidewalks,” she
said.
Reed said this has been a
never ending battle for grounds
workers. He said they put a lot of
effort into maintaining the conditions of campus grounds.
“We do the best we can to
keep vehicles on sidewalks and
off the turf,” Reed said. “We try
to avoid mud issues as much as
we can.”
Strode said grounds workers
attempt to combat mud issues by
planting new grass on sections of
campus every year.
“(Workers) concentrate on
areas where there is a wear pattern,” Strode said.
“Some areas are more seeded
more often than others like in
areas in the north quad where
taking shortcuts across the grass
creates the wear patterns that
result in large areas of mud when
it rains.”

WANTTO BE
REMEMBERED?

Then this is your last chance!
Get your pictur e put in the Warbler!
Time: 9 a.m. to 5p.m. by appointment
Date: March 26 through March 29
Place: MLK Jr. Union lobby across from
the Union Bookstore
Price: $5 for seniors and $4 for everyone
else

Sign up for your portrait NOW at Student
Publications at 1802 Buzzar d Hall or by
phone at 581-2812

Kate Mitchell / Assoc. photo editor

Flamingo time
The first annual Kappa Delta sorority crush dance was Wednesday night at Mothers. Invitations to the crush dance,
in the form of a pink flamingo, were given to the selected fraternity members Wednesday morning.
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Program designed to help Student VPs requested
to ‘punch in’ for hours
understand ADHD disorder
By Christina Clark

By Elizabeth Spear
Staff writer

Lake Land College will host
an “ADHD Day” along with representatives from Eastern to help
people
better
understand
Attention Deficit Hyperactivity
Disorder.
The program will be held from
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. March 3 in the
Lake Land College Center
Theater.
This workshop can benefit
anyone who has ADHD or has a
friend or family member with
ADHD, said Kathy Waggoner,
assistant director of disability
services.
The information can also be
helpful to special education
majors and others who may work

with students with the disorder.
By attending the workshop,
teachers can obtain six cpdu’s
towards
re-certification,
Waggoner said.
The conference will consist of
several workshops and discussions. Gail Richard interim
department chair of communication disorders and sciences, will
present a lecture on “The Impact
of Speech-Language Therapy on
ADHD.”
Other presenters include
Waggoner; Debbie Barker, academic adviser; and Emily Hartke
and Becky Simonelic from
Rockford’s Child and Family
Counseling Center. There also
will be roundtable discussions for
teachers and parents.
ADHD is usually diagnosed

fairly early in life through the
school system, and those with
ADHD often have difficulty paying attention and staying focused.
ADHD is the most prevalent
disorder on Eastern’s campus,
Waggoner said.
The conference is open to the
public. To sign up, people may
obtain registration forms from the
Office of Disability Services,
area schools and Lake Land
College.
The registration fee is $12
before Friday. After Friday, the
fee is $15, and can be mailed in
with the registration form. This
fee includes the cost of handouts,
breakfast and lunch.
For more information, contact
Waggoner at 581-6583 or Hartke
at 234-5259.

Forum to answer questions about
required electronic writing portfolio
By Rachel Lading
Staff Writer

Students who are still a little
confused about the Electronic
Writing Portfolio can receive information and clarification tonight.
An Electronic Writing Portfolio
and Assessment Forum is scheduled for 7 p.m. in the Carman Hall

Lounge.
The main focus of the forum
will be to inform students about the
Electronic Writing Portfolio, which
is
replacing
the
Writing
Competency Exam. The requirements for the writing portfolio will
be explained, and student assessment as a whole will also be discussed.

Kristin Rutter, vice president for
student affairs, said that anyone
interested in the assessment of student learning and those students
who need to put together a portfolio
are welcome to attend the forum.
“This forum is a good opportunity for freshmen to come out and
learn what they need to do for their
portfolio,” Rutter said.

Staff writer

Vice presidents of Student
Government have been requested
to follow the bylaws by keeping a
monthly time card.
Each month, the four vice presidents, president and speaker of the
senate are required to work a minimum 48 hours or about 12 hours
per week. At the end of the month,
the members must submit their
time card to the Student
Government
Adviser,
Ceci
Brinker.
As compensation for their work
in the Student Senate, the members
receive a tuition wavier.

The monthly time card issue
was brought to attention when it
was noticed that almost no one was
keeping a record of his or her time
spent in the office doing work.
Adam Weyhaupt, speaker of the
Student Senate, said that the
bylaws require that the members
punch in on a monthly time card.
When asked what kinds of
problems caused the need for a
time card, Weyhaupt said, “Other
than no ones really been punching
in, I wouldn’t know if there’s been
problems or not.”
Weyhaupt also hopes that with
the time cards the executive members of the senate will be in compliance with the bylaws.

Miss Black EIU Pageant goes
on despite funding hurdle
By Ben Irwin
Staff writer

Vice President of Student
Affairs Art Davis appears undaunted after his request for funding on
behalf of the Miss Black EIU
Pageant was rejected by the Student
Senate.
Davis said that, “While their
support would have been greatly
appreciated, (he) understands the
concerns that the senate had over
giving ad money to a specific organization.” Davis, who recently
stepped down as the vice president

of the Black Student Union, has
high hopes for the annual pageant
despite the “minor” financial setback.
He said that, “Winning a title
such as this is a great honor for the
contestants and is similar to any
other position that students on campus may vie for. The Miss Black
EIU pageant, which is scheduled
for 7 p.m. on Friday in the Grand
Ballroom, is primarily student run,
and the contestants and others
involved seek financial aid in order
to defer the costs paid by the contests.
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RHA gives members
last chance to voice
opinion on rates
By Jeremy Pelzer

Student government editor

The
Residence
Hall
Association will give students a
last chance to give their opinion
about a proposed increase in
housing rates at its meeting
tonight at 5 p.m. in McKinney
Hall.
The RHA will also consider a
constitutional amendment combining two executive positions
and discuss member involvement within the RHA, said
Alison Mormino, RHA president.
The proposed rate increase,
endorsed by the Student Senate
Wednesday, would raise the cost
for housing and meals at Eastern
from $155 to $250 next semester, depending on the meal plan
each student chooses.
Mormino said it will be the
“last chance” for students to
voice their opinions on the proposed rates, which will be voted
on by the Board of Trustees on
Friday.
RHA members will also con-

sider recommendations on the
residence hall newspaper program and a plan to install paper
towel dispensers or hand dryers
in residence hall bathrooms, programs that would cost each student $17 a semester.
Also, the RHA will look at a
proposed constitutional amendment that would merge the
offices of RHA treasurer and
vice president for fundraising
and recognition into a single
position, vice president of
finance.
Mormino said the idea for the
amendment originally stemmed
from the fact that the current
Vice President of Fundraising
and
Recognition,
Amy
Grammer, has also been assuming the duties of RHA treasurer,
a position that has been open
this semester.
The RHA will also talk about
improving member involvement
in the organization.
“There are a lot of people
who come to meetings, but don’t
participate in committees or
activities,” Mormino said.

Sara Figiel / Photo editor

Work begins
Fences around the west side of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union marked the first day of construction of the food
court. John Bunker, a freshman business major, heads to his math class in Old Main on Wednesday afternoon. “I wish
you could cut through more,” said Bunker.
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7 City Council candidates ‘Last Supper’ drawing
to present platforms Friday sparks controversy
By Amber Williams
City editor

The seven candidates for City
Council will present their platforms at a forum set for Friday.
The Chamber of Commerce
will sponsor the City Council
forum and luncheon at 11:30
a.m. Friday at the Best Western
Worthington Inn, said Cindy
Titus, executive director of the
Chamber of Commerce.
Candidates Marge Knoop,
Michael Strange, Larry Rennels,

Lorelei Sims, Thomas Watson,
Faye Cobble and John Winnett
will be able to introduce themselves, present their platforms
and answer questions from the
audience, Titus said.
The chamber will provide
notecards on every table for
audience members to write questions on. The questions can be
addressed to one or all candidates. The notecards will be collected before the question and
answer period of the forum.
“(The forum) will be pretty

structured,” Titus said.
The cost of the luncheon will
be $10, which includes lunch
and a drink. Audience members
can pay the fee at the door, but
they need to call the Chamber of
Commerce in advance to make
reservations because seating is
limited, Titus said.
The discussion will be moderated by Greg Sapp of the radio
station WXET.
To make reservations, call the
Chamber of Commerce at 3457014.

Gov. Ryan will not seek reimbursement
of emergency payments for child support
SPRINGFIELD (AP) — Single parents who got emergency state payments during the child support debacle in
late 1999 should not have to repay the money, Gov.
George Ryan said Wednesday.
Ryan used his budget address to announce that he did
not want to pursue reimbursement of more than $9 million
in emergency payments. The state wrote 35,500 checks
from October 1999 to January 2000 to parents who did not
get payments because of problems at the new state disbursement unit in DuPage County.
“With compassion and understanding, this state should
not attempt to recoup those emergency payments,” Ryan
said. “The circumstances behind those ... emergency
checks led to numerous hardships for innocent families —

we should not create any more hardships for them.”
A state audit determined that $10.55 million had been
paid out to people whose checks had been delayed, but as
of last spring, only about $880,000 had been voluntarily
returned.
Attorney General Jim Ryan issued an opinion in May
saying the state was entitled to reimbursement of the
money.
Each of the state’s 102 counties previously handled
child support payments from noncustodial parents and
their employers individually.
The federal government mandated a centralized system but the program in DuPage failed, leaving thousands
of parents without payments.

SCHAUMBURG (AP) — A
painting that places advertising
cartoons in a “Last Supper” setting is drawing complaints from
Christians who say the piece is
sacrilegious and should be
removed from a suburban Chicago
museum.
The painting, titled “The Last
Pancake Breakfast,” is the work of
artist Dick Detzner and is a takeoff of the Leonardo da Vinci masterpiece depicting the biblical
story of Jesus and the 12 apostles
the night before his crucifixion. In
Detzner’s work, syrup icon Mrs.
Butterworth plays the part of
Jesus and is surrounded by such
well-known breakfast product
characters as Tony the Tiger,
Captain Crunch and Snap,
Crackle and Pop.
Officials at the Chicago
Athenaeum in Schaumburg say
they have heard from more than
100 angry callers and received a
petition signed by 20 Catholics
who say the piece is offensive.
“I believe that people should be
able to express their art. However,
if I went out and put a swastika in
my front yard ... what would happen?” asked Michael Slaughter,
an Itasca resident who signed the
petition. “So if they do it against
Catholics, should not Catholics be

“

I didn’t see anywhere in the
Bible ‘Thou shall not satirize
Leonardo da Vinci.’
Dick Detzner,
artist

”

able to stand against that as well?”
Julie Reichert-Marton, the
Athenaeum’s director of administration, says museum officials see
nothing wrong with the painting.
Detzner, a graduate of the
University of Notre Dame who
lives in Chicago, also defended
his work.
“I didn’t see anywhere in the
Bible ‘Thou shall not satirize
Leonardo da Vinci,”’ the 42-yearold artist said. “I’m making a very
explicit point about advertising —
and where reverence is placed
through advertisement.”
The debate follows a similar
controversy over a nude photo display at the Brooklyn Museum of
Art titled “Yo Mama’s Last
Supper,” part of an exhibit whose
critics included New York Mayor
Rudolph Giuliani.

Thousands take advantage of state prepaid tuition
VILLA GROVE (AP) — For
Richard and Amy Rose, enrolling
their daughters in College Illinois!
was a no-brainer.
The couple took advantage of the
prepaid tuition program for two of
their daughters when it was first
offered in 1998. A third daughter born
last summer will soon be enrolled as
well.
“It was guaranteeing that you
would have money there when it was
time for them to go to school,”
Richard Rose said. “That was my
biggest influence: Pay this amount
and no matter what tuition does, still
go to school at that price.”
Rose’s children are among more
than 17,000 for whom prepaid tuition

and fee contracts have been purchased since the program began. The
program’s third enrollment period
began in October and ends Feb. 28.
To take advantage of the current rates,
applications must be in by then, but
payments are not due until May 1,
2001.
For those who can’t afford the
almost $19,000 for nine semesters at
a public university for a pre-kindergarten age child in one fell swoop, the
payments can be spread out over as
many as 10 years.
“If all you can do is $19 a month,
you can still get in on the plan,” said
Mike Adams, marketing manager for
College Illinois! “If you really want
to send your kid to college and don’t

have a lot to work with, you can still
get in on it and benefit from it.”
Operated by the Illinois Student
Assistance Commission, College
Illinois! is backed by the state. The
money is put into a self-funding trust,
administered by five commercial
asset managers. The trust has a current market value of about $230 million, representing 55,000 years of college tuition and fees.
“Our objective is to grow the trust
so we never fall short. If last year’s
stock market showed us anything, it’s
that volatility can be a real problem.
Our objective is to earn a return of 8
percent or better each year on the trust
fund. That’s where tuition and fees
have been in terms of growth,”

Adams said.
The average tuition and fees at a
public university in Illinois in 197980 was $828. For the 2000-01 school
year, it’s about $4,406.
The legislature, Adams said, recognized the need for the plan to be
portable and allowed the money to be
used at private or out-of-state colleges
and universities.
“If your child goes out of state or
to a private school, that school
receives essentially what we would
have paid to an Illinois school,”
Adams said.
Besides the portability aspect,
Adams said, another major concern
of purchasers is, “Can I get my
money back if something happens to

THIRSTY THURSDAY

1/2 LB BURGER
& F RY B A S K E T W /

16O Z DRAFT $2.99
• P I T C H E R S•
O N LY $ 3 . 0 0
DJ 9 PM - CLOSE

my child or my child opts not to go to
college?”
The answer is yes. Additionally,
the money doesn’t count against you
when applying for financial aid
awarded by any Illinois agency,
including the Illinois Student
Assistance Commission.
Should your child receive a scholarship or grant that duplicates College
Illinois! benefits, those benefits can
be held in the account for future use,
transferred to an extended family
member or be refunded to apply
toward other educational expenses.
College Illinois! funds may be
used only for tuition and fees, not
room and board, books or any other
expenses associated with college.

Support the EIU
basketball team
and Spring Sports
teams!!

Run an ad in
Tuesdays’ paper for
the basketball tournament and get 2” free
for Thursdays’ (March
1st) Spring Sports
Guide
or

Run a 2x5 or larger
in Thursdays’ (March
1st) guide and get 1”
free

All ads must be placed 2
days in advance by 5 p.m.
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SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Just
in time for the Grammy Awards,
Napster Inc. has floated two proposals
to rescue its music sharing service: A
bid to settle a crippling lawsuit and a
promise of no more free tunes starting
this summer.
Napster on Tuesday offered to pay
record labels Sony, Warner, BMG,
EMI and Universal $150 million
annually for five years in exchange for
dropping their copyright infringement
lawsuit. An additional $50 million
would go to independent labels in
each of those five years.
The money would come at the cost
of free music. Napster envisions paying the record companies by imple-

menting monthly subscription fees
ranging from $2.95 to $9.95, a structure company officials said could be
in place by July.
The recording industry balked at
the settlement offer.
“It is Napster’s responsibility to
come to the creative community with
a legitimate business model and a system that protects our artists and copyrights,” said Universal Music Group.
“Nothing we have heard in the past
and nothing we have heard today suggests they have yet been able to
accomplish that task.”
Napster CEO Hank Barry, flanked
by company founder Shawn Fanning
and executives from Napster financial

backer Bertelsmann AG, said he
hoped to quickly reach an agreement
with the record companies.
“We’re saying this is something
consumers really want. Let’s do
something to keep it going,” Barry
said.
He detailed a scenario in which a
subscription model Napster service
would generate the cash to pay for
license rights to all music from the
major labels.
In the first year, Barry estimated 5
million paying users would generate
$297 million in revenue based on a
subscription fee ranging from $2.95 to
$4.95 per month for a limited number
of file transfers.

Gene variant cuts risk of heart attack
By Associated Press

Scientists have identified a gene
that may help explain why moderate
drinking can ward off heart attacks.
The researchers found that a
variant of the gene makes the body
break down alcohol very slowly.
That slow breakdown, in turn,
appears to raise levels of heart-protecting “good cholesterol” in the
blood.
Moderate drinkers with the gene
variant were found to have a sharply
lower risk of heart attack than those
whose bodies dispense with alcohol
more quickly, according to
researchers at the Harvard School of

Public Health and Brigham and
Women’s Hospital.
Moderate alcohol consumption
has long been known to ward off
heart disease, but the latest research
shows the influence of this one
genetic variation.
The gene produces enzymes
called alcohol dehydrogenase that
break down alcohol. The gene
comes in two forms: One metabolizes alcohol quickly, the other
slowly. People inherit one copy of
the gene from each parent, so they
can end up with two genes that
make the fast-working enzymes,
two that make the slow enzymes, or

one of each.
People with two copies of the
slow gene — about one-sixth of
whites — take 2 1/2 times longer to
break down alcohol than those with
two copies of the fast gene, said
Lisa M. Hines, a Harvard doctoral
student. The slow gene is very rare
in minorities, she said.
The study examined 396 male
doctors who had suffered a heart
attack, and 770 who had not. Those
who had two slow genes and averaged at least one drink per day had
about an 85 percent lower risk of
heart attack than the men who had
two fast genes and rarely drank.

in Bush budget
TOWNSEND, Tenn. (AP) —
President Bush proposed an 11.5
percent
increase
for
the
Department of Education on
Wednesday, saying it would be the
biggest spending boost he will
seek for any agency.
Bush, who formally submits
his budget to Congress next week,
previewed the educational portions as he wrapped up a two-day
swing to promote his domestic
agenda.
“There is no more important
subject than public education. We
must get it right,” Bush told an
audience of teachers, students and
parents at a rural elementary
school in the Smoky Mountains,
near Knoxville.
Administration aides characterized the rest of Bush’s proposed
fiscal 2002 budget as one that
would generally hold the line on
government spending in nearly all
other areas.
“The president believes there is
sufficient money to maintain priorities” without seeking additional
increases at this time other than in
education, said Bush spokesman
Ari Fleischer.
Bush will highlight his budget
in an address to a joint session of
Congress next Tuesday, followed
by formal submission of the plan

Wednesday. It will cover the fiscal
year that begins Oct. 1.
Bush said his spending blueprint sets “clear priorities.”
He said he would propose
spending an extra $1.6 billion on
elementary and secondary education in the coming fiscal year, raising the total to $19.8 billion.
Overall, administration aides
said, Bush’s budget will propose
increasing outlays for the
Education Department from this
year’s $39.9 billion to $44.5 billion, up about 11.5 percent.
These figures represent programs over which policy-makers
have discretion and are not programs that include mandatory
built-in increases, said Scott
McClellan, a White House
spokesman.
The increases will include the
first $900 million installment of a
$5 billion, five-year proposal
Bush announced Tuesday in St.
Louis to help children read by
third grade.
The president’s plan would
consolidate dozens of programs
into five general grant categories,
test students annually to hold
schools accountable for how
much they learn, and award children vouchers to attend private
schools in some cases.
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Located in the Martin Luther King, Jr. University Union East
Building, 1st Floor

Coffee • Cappuccino • Muffins • Bagels • Soup
Coffee Express has temporarily returned, until construction begins on TCBY
Regular Hours:

Mon-Fri......7am-7pm
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Help wanted

Help wanted

For rent

For rent

For rent

For rent

Alpha House, an organization
serving adults with developmental
disabilities, is seeking individuals
to work in our group home.
Qualified candidates must have a
high school diploma or equivalent.
Benefits for full time. Higher
wages for associate’s, bachelor’s,
CNA degrees. Apply at 1701 18th
ST., Charleston from 10am to 2
pm M-F or call 345-4224 to
inquire.
_______________________2/23
Substitute preschool teachers
needed.
Immanuel Lutheran
Preschool. 902 Cleveland or
345-33042.
_______________________2/28
FRATERNITIES, SORORITIES,
CLUBS, STUDENT GROUPS.
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester
with the Campusfundraiser.com
three hour fundraising event. No
sales required. Fundraising dates
are filling quickly, so call today!
Contact Campusfundraiser.com
at (888) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com.
_______________________3/19
$1500 weekly potential mailing
our circulars. No experience
required. Free information packet.
Call 202-452-5942.
_______________________5/01
The Regional Director is responsible for leadership and coordination in the planning, execution,
and evaluation of University of
Illinois Extension programs in
Southern Illinois, and for the
administrative management of all
personnel and field operations
within that administrative area.
The Regional Director, housed in
Mt. Vernon, Illinois, reports to the
Associate Dean for Extension and
Outreach and works closely with
members of the Administrative
Staff.

February 2, 2001. The position
will be available as soon as possible after the closing date.

Near Rec Center. 6 bedroom, 2
bath house. W/D, D/W, A/C.
Nwely remodled. Reasonable.
345-6967.
_______________________2/23
1/2 block to campus. 2 bedroom
house for 3 or 4 people.
Reasonable. 345-6967.
_______________________2/23
Female tenants needed for beautiful 1 and 2 bedroom apts.
Private sundeck, A/C, furnished,
OFF street parking, trash and
water included in rent. Call 3480819, leave message.
_______________________2/26
VERY LARGE 3 BEDROOM
FURNISHED
APARTMENTS
AVAILABLE FOR NEXT SCHOOL
YEAR. NO PETS. CALL 345-3664
_______________________2/26
2,3,4& 5 bedroom houses to
lease- great locations. 346-3583.
_______________________2/26
Girls, if you would like a nice,
roomy furnished apt. with large
closets, low rent, low utilities for
next Fall. Call 345-3664. No pets.
_______________________2/26
House for 3 females. $250 each.
345-2564.
_______________________2/26
Large, furnished &AC, 1 Bedroom
apt. Above 4th St Records. 1 or 2
persons. Available Aug 15. 10 or
12 month lease. 345-7717.
_______________________2/27
RENT AS LOW AS $222.50/PERSON 10 MONTH LEASE. 3 BEDROOM FURNISHED APTS VERY
FEW LEFT. CALL UNIQUE
PROPERTIES @ 345-5022.
_______________________2/28
Awesome 3 BR apt must see!!!
For
complete
details
call
(630)929-1154 for 24 hour message.
_______________________2/28
Large house with basement, close
to campus. (4 or more people)
Call 249-8824 leave a message.
Available August 1.
________________________3/2
Large 2 bedroom apartment (for 3
or
more), furnished, laundry
room, off street parking, central
air. Call 349-8824 Leave message Available August 1.
________________________3/2
1 and 3 BR apartments lease and
security no pets. 348-8305
________________________3/2
2 females wanted for 2 BR furnished apartment. $150/ea security and lease required. No pets.
Trash paid. 348-8305.
________________________3/2
BEAUTIFUL, LARGE, 2-BEDROOM UNFURNISHED APTS.
ON THE SQUARE-OVER Z’S
MUSIC & SOUND. WATER &
TRASH INCLUDED. LAUNDRY,
ON PETS- 1 YEAR LEASE

REQUIRED, AND AVAILABLE
AUG. 1, 2001. 345-2616.
________________________3/2
5 BEDROOM HOUSE. CENTRAL
AIR,
DISHWASHER,
WASHER/DRYER, MICROWAVE.
2 FULL BATHROOOMS. PARTIAL FURNISHING AVAILABLE.
FULL BASEMENT, PRIVACY
FENCE. CLOSE TO CAMPUS.
GOOD PARKING. THIS HOUSE
HAS NEVER BEEN STUDENT
RENTED BEFORE AND IS IN
EXCELLENT
CONDITION.
$275/BEDROOM. AVAILABLE
AUGUST 2001. CALL 345-6222
OR 581-6367.
________________________3/7
— Lg 4Br House, 6 students, A/C,
Dishwasher, W/D, trash 345-4602
— Remodeled 2Br House, 2 to 4
students, A/C, trash, W/D 3454602
— Nice 1 & 2 BBrm Apts, trash
345-4602
________________________3/7
NICE ONE AND TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS. CLOSE
TO CAMPUS.
1431 NINTH.
AVAILABLE AUGUST. 348-0209.
quinapts@advancenet.net.
________________________3/8
Clean, all girls 2 bedroom furnished apartment, w/central air.
Laundry, trash, and water inc.
$260 ea. Northeast of Morton
Park. Lease available in June or
Aug. Call 235-3373 or evenings
348-5427.
________________________3/9
LARGE 3 BR APARTMENTS
NEXT TO BUZZARD BUILDING,
FULLY FURNISHED.
FURNISHEINGS 3 YRS OLD OR
LESS, EXTREMELY NICE. 3BR
DUPLEX NEXT TO LANCE
FULLY FURNISHED.
W/D
INCLUDED. RETILED/RECARPETED 8 MONTHS
AGO.
LARGE
FENCED-IN
BACK
YARD. CALL 348-0157 FOR
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION.
________________________3/9
2BR APTS. FULLY FURNISHED
NEXT TO BUZZARD BUILDING.
RECARPETED/RETILED
8
MONTHS AGO. ONLY 3 UNITS
LEFT. A GREAT MID-CAMPUS
LOCATION. CALL 348-0157 FOR
MORE INFORMATION AND
APPOINTMENT.
________________________3/9
House for rent. Close to campus.
Central air with heat pump.
Washer/Dryer. Trash paid. Call
348-0614
_______________________3/15
For Rent 1,2, and 3 bedroomo furnished apartments on campus.
Signing incentives. Call 3488-1479
_________________________01
4 girls for student house one half
block from Old Main on 7th St. 348-

8406
_________________________01
RENT AS LOW AS $222.50/PERSON 10 MONTH LEASE. 3 BEDROOM FURNISHED APTS VERY
FEW LEFT.
CALL UNIQUE
PROPERTIES @ 345-5022.
_________________________01
Single Apts. $300 - $350. Lease
August ‘01 to May ‘02. Utilities
included.
Charleston Square.
Dave 345-2171 9 a.m. to 11 a.m.
_________________________01
2 BEDROOM HOUSE, ONE 3
BEDROOM APARTMENT $175
PER PERSON, 415 HARRISON
348-5032
_________________________01
Fall 2001-1 Group of 4 females to
rent 4 bedroom house. 1210
Division. $250 each per month.
235-0939.
_________________________01

5 BR unf. house avail. 6/1 1520 s.
9th, ph. 348-7746
_________________________01
2 BR furn. units avail. 8/1 Stove,
refrig., DW, micro., on-site laundry
room, cent. AC, ONLY 3 LEFT.
1017 Woodlawn, Ph. 348-7746
_________________________01
Duplex available NOW, 2 bedroom., 2 bath, 1000 sq. ft., garage
w/opener, all appliances, patio.
Faculty or femal upperclassmen
preferred. Phone: 348-7746
_________________________01
Summer and fall. 2 bedroom furnished and unfurnished apartments available. 2001 S. 12th St.
Phone: 348-7746
________________________01

Required qualifications include an
earned doctorate degree in a field
related to the responsibilities of
the position and five years of professional experience in a field
closely related to Extension education.
Candidates who can
demonstrate substantial progress
toward the completion of the doctorate degree will be considered.
Desired qualifications include five
years of Extension experience,
demonstrated ability to work
effectively with the Extension
staff, volunteers, and members of
county governing bodies, as well
as civic, business, and professional organizations.
Salary is negotiable. To ensure
full consideration, application for
this full-time academic professional position should be received by

John C. van Es, Chair
Search Committee
University of Illinois Extension
214 Mumford Hall
1301 W. Gregory Drive
Urbana, IL 61801
Telephone: 217-333-9025
e-van1@uiuc.edu
Additional information on this
position is posted at www.extension.uiuc.edu
The University of Illinois is an
Affirmative
Action/
Equal
Opportunity Employer.
________________________01
Charleston School District #1 is in
need of a HS English summer
school teacher June 11th-July
12th 2001. (96 hours at $22 per
hour). Apply at District office. 410
W. Polk, Charleston by March 2.
_______________________2/28

For sale
Cannondale Mt. bike. (Yellow M400 with bar ends.) Ridden very
little. Please Call 217-279-8614.
_______________________2/23
Playstation 2 for sale. Brand new,
still in box, receipt and 2 year warranty included.
_______________________2/29

For rent
3 Bedroom house at 912 Division.
$570 a month plus $570 deposit.
Trash included. 217-932-2910.
_______________________2/23
3 BEDROOM APARTMENT,
LARGE, NEAR CAMPUS, VERY
NICE 345-2416
2/23EIU STUDENTS
Nice 3
bedroom, 1 bath air conditioned
home for rent. Available Fall
Semester. 1814 12th Street. Call
847-395-7640.
_______________________2/23
2 BEDROOM UPSTAIRS APARTMENT LOCATTED AT 208 1/2
6TH ST. FULLY FURNISHED,
CARPETED.
GOOD, QUIET
LOCATION.
CALL 345-7522.
AFTER 5:30 CALL 345-9467.
ASK FOR LARRY.
_______________________2/23
LARGE 4 BR APT. 202 1/2 6TH.
CARPETED,
A/C,
NICE
KITCHEN, WASHER, DRYER,
GOOD PARKING. AVAILABLE
NOW FOR FALL SEMESTER.
LEASE & DEPOSIT REQUIRED.
345-7522. AFTER 5:30 CALL
345-9462___________________
_______________________2/23

The Daily Eastern News
Classified ad form

Name: _________________________________
Address: _______________________________
Phone: _______________ Student: o Yes o No

ACROSS
1 With 63-Across,
author of the
quip starting at
17-Across
6 Chicago sights
9 Baltic country:
Abbr.
13 Rest against
15 Waikiki gift
16 Cruising

Under classification of: __________________________
Expiration code (office use only): _________________
Person accepting ad: ________ Compositor: _______
No. words / days: ________ Amount due: $_________
Payment:
Check No._______

Dates to run: _________________________________
Ad to read:

30 cents per word first day ad runs. 10 cents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. 25 cents per word first day for students with valid ID, and 10 cents per word
each consecutive day afterward. 15 word minimum.
DEADLINE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY – NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.

17 Start of a quip
19 “___ be a cold
day in hell …”
20 Routing word
21 Add spice to
22 Jazz trumpeter
Baker
23 To be, at the
Sorbonne

25 & 27 Where the
U.N. is in
Manhattan
28 Like Salome
31 In motion
33 Soak
34 “Yours truly” and
the like
35 & 37 Middle of
the quip
38 Rears
39 Name for a king
or a queen?
40 About three
grains of troy
weight
41 Deli order
45 Columbia, e.g.:
Abbr.
46 Rare string
48 Santa’s reindeer, e.g.
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49 Pelvic parts
51 Baltimore
N.F.L.ers
54 When “77
Sunset Strip”
aired: Abbr.
55 Batter’s base,
maybe
56 End of the quip
58 Once, once
59 Electric ___
60 Beachgoer’s
burden
61 Sleek fleet
62 Cunning
63 See 1-Across
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DOWN
Major producers
of oil
Mideast native
False rumor
Enero to enero
Falls apart
Hard to pin
down
Name immortalized by Poe
Indications
Secular
“Really?”
Watch a monitor, say
They hold your
horses
Actress Carrie
Hardly refined
Author Welty
Address

CampusClips
SIGMA RHO EPSILON- mandatory meeting on Feb 22nd
at 6:00pm in Buzzard Rm 1103. Executive Board meet at
5:30pm in TMC.
WESLEY FOUNDATION- Pancakes & Passages on Friday,
Feb 23rd from 7:00 to 7:45 am. Wesley Foundation across
4th from Lawson. A weekly breakfast gathering to discuss
selected Bible passages and one’s journey in the Christian
faith.
MINORITY TEACHER EDUCATION ASSOCIATION is
meeting Feb 22nd at 7:00 pm. in Buzzard 1441. All majors
and undeclared majors, please attend.
SOCIETY OF METAPHYSICAL ADVANCEMENT.
weekly Meeting tonight at 7:30 pm in Oakland room of
Union. We will be practicing a guided meditation. Everyone
is welcome. Blessed Be!
INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP. Large
Group Meeting tonight at 7:00 pm in Greenup Room in
Union. Everyone is welcome!
RHA. CAMPUS PERK. Thursday at 8pm-12am in
Thomas Basement. Open Mic 10-12. Everyone is welcome. Free drinks and snacks.
RESIDENCE HALL ASSOCIATION. Weekly meeting
Thursday, Feb 22 at 5pm in McKinney Hall. Last chance
for input on housing rates-we will be voting! Come tell uss
your opinion! Open to all students living in University
Husing.
ROTC. Lab on 22 Feb 01 at 1530-1650 in Phipps
Auditorium. Uniforms,BDU’s, black pen, paper, cold
weather gear/ snivel gear optional.
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for any
non-profit, campus organizational event. No parties or fundraising activities and
events will be printed. All clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern News
office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF EVENT. Example: an
event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON
by Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday, Saturday, or Sunday events.)
Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT be published. No clips will be
taken by phone. Any clip that is illegible or contains conflicting information WILL
NOT BE RUN. Clips may be edited for available space.
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Puzzle by Elizabeth C. Gorski

29 Dracula and
others
30 They have a lot
of pull
32 Speech sound
34 Langston
Hughes’s “___
Unashamed”
35 Online merchants
36 Most gutsy
37 Like caresses
38 Writers’ bloc
39 With refinement

41 Commit a court
infraction

47 They’re for the
birds

42 Bar order

50 Liberal pursuits

43 Spun, as a story 52 212 initials
53 Put belowdecks
44 Solzhenitsyn,
e.g.
57 ___ polloi

Local & state
Two dead in plane crash Ryan budget plan
sounds note of
in Southern Illinois
Thursday, February 22, 2001
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Flight instructor,
student killed
CENTRALIA (AP) — A flight
instructor and his student died
early Wednesday when the singleengine plane they were in crashed
east of Centralia, officials said.
The plane crashed at about 7
a.m. just south of Raccoon Lake
as it was approaching the
Centralia airport, officials said.
The airplane belonged to Airgo
Inc., a flight school at the

Boxing
from Page 1
cocktail waitress at Stix every
Tuesday night for the past five
weeks, thinks the attentive eyes and
ears of the fans can be attributed to
people simply wanting to see what
they paid for.

Centralia airport, airport manager
Leslie Erb said.
Joyce Faron, who lives on
Raccoon Lake, said the plane
crashed on an embankment
between her home and another
house. She said the impact of the
crash shook her home.
“I heard this big sonic boom
and my dog started barking,” she
said.
A few minutes later, she said
she and other neighbors discovered the plane and the bodies of
two men who had been thrown
about 50 feet from the plane.

“It completely folded up like
an accordion,” she said of the
plane.
Brenda Brough, a spokeswoman for Salem County Coroner
Tom Nicholay, said Nicholay was
on the scene Wednesday morning
and had yet to release the names
of the dead, pending notification
of family members.
She said officials had secured
the area around the plane wreckage and were awaiting the arrival
of officials from the Federal
Aviation Administration office in
Springfield.

“That’s why people come – to see
the fights,” said Skraba. “They want
to hear the names announced, the
weight differences and catch the
beginning of every fight.”
Trevor Hinkle, a sophomore
speech communication major, pulled
himself up into the ring to face his
opponent Ken Coffee, 25, of
Ashmore, in the blue corner before
the fourth fight of the night.

Hinkle, undefeated overall
according to his father, Jim Hinkle of
Olney, was wearing the “Golden
Gloves” of 1999 from both Indiana
and Illinois on his hands when the
first bell rang. He was able to step out
of the ring with his title untarnished
before the end of the second round.
“I just go in and try to do what I
want to do,” Hinkle said. “ I don’t
think about it until the bell rings.”

cautious optimism

SPRINGFIELD (AP) — Gov.
George Ryan pushed Wednesday for
a $50 billion spending plan that
builds on cautious optimism about
the Illinois economy to provide
major increases for education and
prisons.
But it does not call for any of the
major initiatives or new tax relief that
have marked the first two years of
Ryan’s administration. Ryan, in fact,
stressed that it continues existing programs to offer tax relief or build new
roads or put more money into education.
“This is a balanced and prudent
budget that allows us to pay all of the
state’s bills and put some money
away for a rainy day,” Ryan told a
joint session of the General
Assembly.
His plan depends, however, on
avoiding a sudden economic downturn and accurately predicting
demand for welfare and medical
assistance. Ryan warned that unless
the state gets more federal money, it

will have to cut Medicaid an additional $270 million.
“I am confident that we will not
have to impose any cuts in education,
corrections or social services,” he
said. “Still, we will have to continue
to reform government and streamline
operations.”
Ryan decided to forego one
source of revenue: recovering more
than $9 million in emergency payments to families whose child-support checks were delayed by state
bungling. The Republican governor
said it would not be right to cause
those families additional hardship by
asking them to return the money.
His proposal also leaves out some
programs already being discussed at
the statehouse, such as expanding a
program that helps the elderly pay for
medicine.
Ryan’s budget is pegged at $49.97
billion, a 3.2 percent increase that
will help agencies under the governor
add about 1,400 new state employees
for a total of some 70,800.

Classifiedadvertising
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For rent

For rent

For rent

Sublessors

Announcements

Personals

2 BR. unf. apt. avail. NOW. Stove,
refrig., DW, W&D hookups, cent.
heat & AC, 605 W. Grant. PH.
348—7746.
________________________01
SUmmer mini storage units. 4x12
to 10x30. Reserve units now. PH.
348-7746.
________________________01
BRAND NEW 1 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS WILL BE COMPLETED JUNE 1 AND AUGUST
1. CALL 348-7746
________________________01
FALL 2001 - 2 bdrm apts & house
Furn & unfurn, excellent condition, several locations No pets
345-7286
________________________01
FALL 2001 - 3 bdrm apts & house,
Laundry, excellent condition,
excellent location, AC No Pets
345-7286
________________________01
Fall 2001 - 4 bdrm house for girls
excellent condition, AC, dishwasher, laundry, No pets 345-7286
________________________01
FALL 2001 - 5 bdrm house for
girls Excellent location, Laundry,
AC No Pets 345-7286
________________________01
Well maintained 4 Bedroom unfurnished houses for 2001 - 2002
school year $275 per person per
month washer/dryer hook up. No
pets. 12 month lease. 345-3148
________________________01
Nice close to campus unfurnished
one bedroom unit 2001 -2002
school year $350 for one person
$500 for two. No pets. 12 month
lease. 345-3148
________________________01
FALL 2001 - EFF. & 1 BDRM apts
Excellent location, some with
laundry No Pets 345-7286
________________________01
Available Now!
Spacious 1
Bedroom Apartment, Furnished.
Ideal for couple.
745 6th Street. $325 per month.
Call 581-7729 or 345-6127 or
cscjb@eiu.edu.
________________________01
OLDETOWNE APARTMENTS.
1,2, & 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS.
ALL APARTMENTS
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. PHONE
345-6533 (OLDE).
________________________01
Apartments, houses available for
Fall. Nice and clean with variety
to choose from, 1 bedroom efficiency, 2 bedroom apartments, or
3 bedroom houses. Call 345-

5088. Poteete Property Rentals.
________________________01
NOW LEASING 2 BR FURNISHED APTS. QUIET PLACE
TO LIVE AND STUDY! NO PETS.
MCARTHUR MANOR APARTMENTS. 345-2231.
________________________01
CAMPBELL
APARTMENTS.
STUDIO 1,2,3 BEDROOM, HEAT,
WATER, TRASH, ELECTRIC. 416
6TH ST. 345-3754
________________________01
New 2 & 3 bedroom apts.
Furnished, utilities, included, NO
PETS. Renting SPRING 2001
and FALL 2001. 2121 18th Street.
Call 345-6885 or 345-7007.
________________________01
SELECT YOUR APT NOW!
LEASING STUDIO APTS WITH 1,
2, 3 BEDROOMS FOR FALL.
GREAT PRICES.
LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE. 345-6000
________________________01
For Rent Fall 2001. One Bedroom
Apartments and 3 Bedroom
Houses.
Phone 348-0006.
________________________01
BELL RED DOOR APTS. 1,2, & 3
BEDROOM, OFF STREET PARKING. OFFICE 345-1266 or 3463161.
________________________01
FALL 2001, QUALITY, 3 BD.R.
FURNISHED APT., LOW AS
$250.00 PER PERSON. LOCATED ON 7TH ST. NEXT TO DOMINO’S PIZZA. UNIQUE HOMES
345-5022.
________________________01
CLOSE TO BUZZARD. A FEW
LARGE 2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS AVAILABLE. LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE. 345-6000.
________________________01
ENJOY THE POOL IN SUMMER.
STAY WARM IN WINTER. LARGE
2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS BY
THE POOL. WE PAY HEAT! LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE. 3456000
________________________01
UPPERCLASSMEN AND GRADUATE STUDENTS. Large furnished apt. for 2, also single efficiency apt. Quiet neighborhood
close to campus. 10 or 12 month
beginning fall term. All utilities
included, off street parking.
$2988-$320. 345-7678.
________________________01
2
Bedroom
Townhouse
Apartment. Furnished. Trash
pickup included. 2 blocks from

Capmus. Call 348-0350.
________________________01
LOOK 1/2 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS! Large one BR Apartment,
quiet, low utilities. 345-2265
________________________01
Roommates needed for summer
or fall semester. Nice furnished

house two blocks from campus
$225 + utilities 348-3968.
________________________3/8
Room for rent SP ‘01/intercession.
$150 per month, need sublessor

Airconditioned apt. close to campus. Available summer 2001.
$200/month, 3 month lease Call
Tiffanny at 345-3687.
_______________________2/27
Sublessor needed for Spring and
Summer.
Near the Square
$240/mo. Call 345-0965. Ask for
Byron.
________________________3/2
Sublessor needed for Intersession
and Summer ‘01. Large 1 bdrm,
furnished, close to campus,
$350/month, 348-7660.
________________________3/2
LIVE AT MOM’S FRIDAY NIGHT BRAT PACK. SATURDAY NIGHT-

Sublessors

Announcements

ASAP. Very large 3 BR apt. New
appliances, furnished, close to
campus- Call 345-7307.
_______________________2/22

TRIPPIN’ BILLIES.
DAVE
MATTHEWS COVERS AND A
WHOLE LOT MORE!
_______________________2/23

Spring Break- Panama City,
Daytona, South Beach Florida.
Best parties, hotels, & condos.
Lowest prices! www.myspringbreak.net 800-575-2026
_______________________2/28
EIU Students make a difference!
Register to vote deadline March
2nd General City Election April
3rd
________________________3/1
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Best Prices Guaranteed!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas,
Florida.
Space is limited so book it now!
Earn cash Go Free!
Group rates still available. 1-800234-7007
Endlesssummertours.com
________________________3/2

Morehead State.
_______________________2/22
Attn Ladies of EIU — There are
only 2 days left until Sigma Nu’s
White Rose Formal! Get Set!!
_______________________2/22
Amanda
Malesky,
Christina
Adams, & Cheri Souza
Congratulations on getting homecoming committee. We’re so
proud of you! Alpha Love
_______________________2/22
Kay Dee Crushes - we had a wonderful time as we hope you did
too!!!
_______________________2/22
Christine Pederso we are so
proud of you becoming the new
Delta Chi Sweetheart. We know
you will do a wonderful job! Love
Annie & Matt
_______________________2/22

Roommates

DOONESBURY

MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

Come out for Greek Night at EIU
February 22nd. Panthers vs.

GARY TRUDEAU

BY MIKE PETERS
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Violence a part of sports tradition
L
ast week, one of out greatest gladiators fell in battle. Dale Earnhardt
died during a race.This is modern
sports, it’s suppose to be bloodless. Drivers crash their cars and hockey
players crash the boards, but no one is supposed to die. Modern sports are supposed
to be bloodless.
Sports originated with the Greeks. The
Olympics showcased athletes performing
magnificent feats of athletic skill, but there
wasn’t enough blood.
The competition was too civilized; it
didn’t appeal to man’s primal instincts.The
Romans brought the blood. They entertained their people with “bread and circuses,” which should have been more aptly
referred to as blood and bread.
Somewhere along the line, civilization

poked
its
4th and 20
intrusive
head in and
told us that
this form of
entertainment
was wrong.
Lions can’t
dine on peasants
just
because peoPatrick Guinane
ple
will
Staff writer
watch.
T o d a y , e-mail: cupjg@pen.eiu.edu
blood
isn’t
supposed to be part of sports. Our gladiators only commit homicides off the playing
field and, like their Roman counterparts,
they often walk away free to hear the roar

of the crowd again.
Today we don’t even kill bulls or roosters for public entertainment. Bloodshed is
no longer an accepted part of sports. So, the
envelope has to be pushed to appease the
masses.
Vince McMahon knows all about pushing the envelope, going to extremes. He is
Barnum and Bailey, cracking the whip for
two of the biggest circuses of the modern
day: the WWF and the XFL.
One of McMahon’s wrestlers died during a pay-per-view event last year.Owen
Hart was being lowered into the ring in a
“routine stunt” when something went
wrong and he plunged to his death in the
middle of a crowded arena.
The reality is that fans are relentlessly
bloodthirsty. The ringleaders are just trying

to appease the masses.
When NASCAR changed its rules, like
widening the track and requiring carburetor
plates, it did so do make the races tighter, so
we’ll watch, and so FOX can justify its $200
million contract.
It’s all about pushing the envelope.
However, when NASCAR was making
those rule changes, it didn’t require drivers to wear potentially life-saving neck
braces. Unfortunately, safety doesn’t fill
seats.
Religion may be the opiate of the masses, but sport is the preferred sedative.
Should we punish the dealer more severely
than the millions of users?
No, it’s a simple matter of supply and
demand. Don’t blame the ringleader, blame
the ratings.

Mutombo talks heat up Illini, Buckeyes
face off in Ohio
(AP) – Dikembe Mutombo is
available, Jason Kidd isn’t and Gary
Payton might be. As for Shareef
Abdur-Rahim, it looks like he won’t
be going anywhere until the
Grizzlies move from Vancouver.
Trade talks heated up in certain
NBA cities and cooled down in others Wednesday as Thursday’s 6 p.m.
EST trading deadline moved closer.
The team most likely to make a
major move was the Atlanta Hawks,
who were sorting through offers for
Mutombo from the 76ers, Knicks,
Mavericks, Trail Blazers and Suns.
“Nothing may happen, but things
have heated up dramatically the last
24 to 48 hours,” Hawks general manager Pete Babcock said.
The Sixers and Knicks were
believed to be the leading contenders, with Philadelphia offering a
package including shot-blocking
specialist Theo Ratliff and forward
Matt Geiger and Atlanta asking for
Toni Kukoc instead of Geiger. The
Knicks were reportedly offering
Marcus Camby and Glen Rice, with
the Hawks asking for Allan Houston
instead of Rice.
“You can never put it out of your
mind because you asked about it
everyday, especially in New York,”
Camby said. “I’m content with
everything and I’m just happy to be

in the league.”
The Hawks were expected to wait
until the last minute to see whether
any team would sweeten its offer. If
not, they will be content to keep
Mutombo for the rest of the season
and then decide whether to re-sign
him or work out a sign-and-trade
deal over the summer when the 7foot-2 center becomes a free agent.
“If it works out that Dikembe
stays, that’s great for us. We’d love to
have him finish his career here,”
Babcock said. “But if we can make a
trade by (Thursday) to better our
team in the future, we’d do that.”
Kidd’s name was prominent in
the rumor mill for about 24 hours,
but Phoenix general manager Bryan
Colangelo said Kidd “will not be
traded.”
“A lot of teams are anticipating
that we’re in a panic mode, and we’re
not,” Colangelo said. “The way
Jason has handled the circumstances
(surrounding his arrest on domestic
violence charges) and confronted
this head-on, the fans have responded well.”
As for Payton, he was uncertain
whether his 11-year career in Seattle
was about to end.
Aaron Goodwin, Payton’s agent,
said he had heard the Sonics were
discussing a trade with the Bucks,
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although an NBA source who spoke
on condition of anonymity insisted
Milwaukee was not in the mix on
any Payton deal.
“I’ve been led to believe they’re
trying to do something without
Gary’s input, but we’ve grown to
expect as much from Seattle,”
Goodwin said. “If he got traded to
Milwaukee, from my conversations
with Gary that is not a place where
he’d want to play.”
Goodwin, who also represents
Abdur-Rahim, said he had been
assured that Abdur-Rahim would not
be dealt.
“I’m 100 percent certain, and
Shareef is resigned to that fact,”
Goodwin said.
Portland had been rumored to be
shopping reserve center Dale Davis,
but general manager Bob Whitsitt
rarely makes midseason deals and
said he wasn’t making any calls.
“We’ve felt good all year about
our team, and we still feel good
about it,” Whitsitt said.
Injured forward Scottie Pippen,
however, wasn’t convinced the
Blazers would stand pat.
“I wouldn’t be surprised,” he said.
“I don’t think every player is feeling
like he’s untradeable right now. I
know a lot of us are feeling that way,
anyway. So you never know.”

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) – Ohio
State has already beaten a No. 3ranked team once this season.
Should the Buckeyes find a way to
do it again, they might unlock the
gate to an NCAA tournament berth.
Illinois (21-5 overall, 11-2 conference) puts its Big Ten Conference
lead and No. 3 ranking on the line
when it comes to Value City Arena
on Thursday night. Watching closely will be No. 5 Michigan State,
which is one game behind the Illini
in the loss column and needs some
help to catch up with time running
out in the conference race.
Ohio State is concerned not with
how the game impacts the Big Ten,
but only with how it impacts the
Buckeyes’ hopes of making it into
the NCAA tournament.
“It’s hard to ignore the fact that
this is going to be a pretty high-profile night,” said Ohio State coach
Jim O’Brien. “But regardless of who
the opponent is, we have only three
games left in the conference and we
need to win more games. It doesn’t
matter who our opponent is. This
game just happens to be against one
of the best teams in the country.”

The Buckeyes (17-9, 8-5) have
won their last four, and five of their
last six Big Ten games, including
victories over then-No. 3 Michigan
State, No. 14 Iowa and No. 16
Wisconsin. They had a four-game
winning streak snapped last weekend when they lost 85-67 loss at No.
21 Alabama in a rare mid-February
non-league game.
Various computer ratings rank
the Buckeyes somewhere between
30th and 35th in the nation, and usually no better than seventh in the Big
Ten. That would put them on the
borderline between those teams
assured of a spot in the NCAA tournament and those who will spend
March watching the games on television.
“We need more wins to give ourselves something in the end,”
O’Brien said.
Illinois has won its last five
games. After Thursday night’s
game, the Illini host Iowa and then
play at Minnesota.
A sweep will enable them to lock
up the top seed in the conference
tournament and their first outright
Big Ten title since 1952.
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Tourney deadline comes early for Panthers

T

he deadline for the Ohio Valley
Conference women’s basketball playoffs is just two games away, but for the
Panthers, it arrives early.
Eastern’s tournament fate will be determined
tonight when they face off with Morehead State
at 5:15 p.m. in Lantz Gym for a must-win game.
If the Panthers suffer another loss to the Eagles,
their hopes of a playoff berth will be wiped
away.
While Eastern has already captured a win at
Morehead earlier this season, the Eagles bring a
much-enhanced team to Charleston tonight.
Now sitting seventh in the nine-team league,
Morehead has inched its way up the standings to
4-10 to place ahead of Tennessee State (4-11)
and Eastern (3-11).
While just one team will be bumped from a first
round playoff berth, the battle looked to be between
Morehead and Eastern, but Tennessee State has

now sunk to an
eighth place
The Slugger
standing.
Eastern is
just a halfgame behind
the Tigers, but
a win over
Morehead
would increase
the Panthers’ Kristin Rojek
p l a y o f f s Associate sports editor
e-mail: cuklr3@pen.eiu.edu
chances.
But can the
Panthers pull off their first home conference win
of the season against Morehead?
Morehead has revamped its playing power,
coming off of two decisive victories over
Murray State (102-76) and Tennessee-Martin
(75-65). Following a five-game losing streak, the

Eagles enter Lantz Gym with a three-game winning streak and their first realistic glance at the
OVC playoffs in four years.
Eastern, however, has found itself in a similar
situation late in the season.
Winning two of its last three showings, the
Panthers have pulled together 40-minutes of
solid basketball.
But I haven’t seem them do that on their own
court yet and pull off a win.
Murray State and Southeast Missouri provided some recent competition, but Eastern’s consistency gave the Panthers two more conference
wins.
While facing off with the dominating force of
Tennessee Tech last week, Eastern did fall to the
hands of the Golden Eaglettes, but not without
putting up a brutal fight.
For the first time this season, Eastern has the
ability to show its fans what its recent capabilities

have accomplished.With freshman center Pam
O’Connor coming in to fight for her new collegiate team, senior guard Renee Schaul continues
to fight on her way out. Together, they have led
the team in scoring throughout the season.
This combination of two players capable of
20-plus scoring efforts has been a major survival
key for Eastern. And we can’t forget Eastern’s
recent defensive power on the court.
But is this still enough to send Eastern to
Tennessee Tech for the first round of playoffs
next Tuesday?
It all comes down to tonight. If Eastern can
step onto the court with the same attitude its had
recently and maintain that for 40 minutes, their
season won’t be over just yet.
The Panthers certainly have what it takes to
take a second win over Morehead. It’s time to
redeem that nine-game losing streak from earlier in the year and show their new game at Lantz.

Lakers’ Shaq, Kobe should kiss and make up

G

ood morning, sports
fans. Maybe someday
the little boys will learn
to play nice.
Lately it has been very hard to
read the newspapers or turn on the
television and not hear about the
growing feud between Los
Angeles Lakers’ Shaquille O’Neal
and Kobe Bryant.
I understand that in this “I, I,
me, me” society of sports today,
and more specifically professional
basketball, that all of the players
want their names to be in the
headlines.
But there is a time and place
for everything, and sometimes
players have to sacrifice their own
personal talents to help out the
team.
Just ask Scottie Pippen. This

The Shooter

Anthony Braviere
Staff writer
e-mail: cuafb@pen.eiu.edu

guy in his prime could have been
the go-to guy for any other team
in the league, but took the back
seat to Michael, to help the
Chicago Bulls win six rings.
I realize Pippen complained

and moaned half of the time, but
when it came right down to it, he
stepped back.
So, I wonder how can these
two players be arguing with each
other? I know that not everyone
can get along with each other all
the time. But come on.
These two are getting paid to
play a kid’s game.
It just seems as if there aren’t
enough basketballs in the gym for
these guys.
They both want to be the man
on the Lakers, and that can’t happen if they don’t stop acting like
children and start acting like men.
Honestly, I think that these two
players individually are in the top
two or three at their positions. But
together they are like oil and
water. They just don’t mix.
As for Bryant, he has the

advantage in the battle because he
is one of the guys that can get
Shaq the ball. And more times
than not, he is too selfish and
would rather force a shot than get
the ball to the post and let O’Neal
dominate somebody.
While O’Neal is the one the
fans want to see dunk the ball, he
is not bashful about telling anyone
who will listen that it’s what he
wants to do. And Kobe isn’t in
those plans.

Maybe Lakers head coach Phil
Jackson should lock these two in a
room and let them fight it out. But
he’d rather have them read a book
on how they should be nice to one
another.
To tell you the truth, I don’t
care what he does to solve the
problem. I just wish he would do
something soon, because it is disgusting to see these two men that
have so much talent act like little
boys.

Havrick to drive Earnhardt’s car
CHARLOTTE, N.C. (AP) —
Dale Earnhardt was buried in his
hometown Wednesday in a private
service, even as his team prepared to
return his car to the track.
Earnhardt was laid to rest in
Kannapolis, about 25 miles north of
Charlotte, with only immediate family members attending, an Earnhardt
company employee said, speaking
on condition of anonymity. The
exact location of the site was not disclosed.
A memorial service for the
seven-time Winston Cup champion
is planned for Thursday in Charlotte

Happy 21st Bir thday
Jamie

and will be televised live on Fox
Sports Net.
Earnhardt, 49, was killed Sunday
on the last turn of the last lap in the
Daytona 500.
He slammed into the concrete
wall after making contact with
Sterling Marlin at the head of a tight
pack of five cars fighting for position.
While his family said goodbye,
his team at Richard Childress
Racing was planning to enter his car
in Sunday’s Dura-Lube 400 at North
Carolina Speedway in Rockingham.
Kevin Harvick, a Busch Grand

National driver for RCR, will take
over Earnhardt’s car for the rest of
the season, a team source said,
speaking on condition of anonymity.
The 25-year-old Harvick, the
Busch Series’ Rookie of the Year last
season, will drive Earnhardt’s
Chevrolet and use his crew. Kevin
Hamlin, Earnhardt’s crew chief, will
head Harvick’s team.
The car will not use the No. 3 or
the black-and-silver scheme that was
Earnhardt’s trademark.
Details of the number and colors
Harvick will use were still being
worked out, the team source said.
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Women
from Page 16
“She is really confident and ready to jump this weekend,”
Craft said.
But last week’s performance is in the past and the team
must now put full concentration onto this weekend.
“When it comes to sports, it’s hard to predict too much,
that’s why we have the meets,” Craft said. “Last week doesn’t mean anything. You’re only as good as your next competition.”
Being close to full strength is critical for the Panthers to

Men
from Page 16
centrating on the little things
and focusing on mental preparation for this Friday night.”
The championship will start
this Friday at 4 p.m. in Lantz

have a chance to defeat Southeast Missouri State, the
defending champions and winners of three of the last four
OVC championships.
One area where Eastern looks to get ahead and earn
points to battle SEMO is in the distance events.
“We have to have people score on the distance side,”
Craft said.
“We’re really counting on Beth Martin, Lauren Rapacki
and Nicole Milici.”
The field events have also been a strong asset to Eastern’s
team. An encouraging sign for the Panthers was the performance of the throwers last weekend. At the first home meet
of the year, several throwers scored personal best performances and the team will look to continue that success.

Fieldhouse
and
resume
Saturday morning at 11 a.m.
The finals for the long jump,
high jump, shot put, distance
medley relay and the 5000meter run will held be on
Friday, along with the qualifying trials for the rest of the
events. The remaining finals
will be held on Saturday.

“The key to the meet is
qualifying on Friday night,”
Akers said. “And getting as
many guys into the finals on
Friday as we can.
“Hopefully we’ll compete
in front of a big crowd this
weekend,” Akers said.
“Our teams have a history of
saving their best for last.”

“They finally had a chance to practice regularly,” student
assistant Keisha Dunlap said when asked about the throwers’ improvement. “I was really proud of them.”
The OVC championship will start at 4 p.m. Friday and
continue at 11 a.m. on Saturday morning in Lantz
Fieldhouse.
For Eastern, this will be the second meet hosted in the
renovated fieldhouse. While last week’s meet ran smoothly,
there was a slight problem with the new scoreboard.
One of the lower panels that displays information was
not working, and the system had trouble relaying specific
information, (such as names and lanes), to the scoreboard.
The system will be rechecked and should be fully operational for the OVC championship.
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We Don’t Just
Promise Better Pizza.
We Deliver.

$1.50 Rail Drinks
$3.00 Red Bulls
DJ Every Thursday

WHO ? WHO ?

(Who let the secret out?)
UNIQUE HOMES :
Offers the best (dog gone) apartments in town at an
affordable price. 345-5022 Fall 2001.

JERRY’S
PIZZA
& PUB
•ALL YOU CAN EAT•

Pizza
Salad Bar

$4.49

+tax

5pm - 9pm

Spaghetti
Garlic Br ead

426 W. Lincoln Ave.

348-8282
Two Large
1 Topping
$14.99

Small 1 Topping
& Breadsticks
$6.99

1 Large
Up To 3 Toppings
$9.99

Children 10 and under eat for $2.19

Corner of 4th and Lincoln

345-2844

Run in Tuesdays’ basketball tournament guide and get
2” free in Thursdays’ (March 1st) Spring Sports Guide
Call 581-2812 to speak to an advertising representative

THE BODY SHOP

348-TANS

1406 6th ST

UNLIMITED TANNING

One Week- $10.00 Two Weeks- $20.00 One Month- $35.00
WE MATCH MOST COMPETITORS PRICES AND COUPONS
OPEN 7 DAYS WEEKLY
MONDA
AY 9AM-5PM SUNDA
MONDAY-FRIDA
-FRIDAY 8AM-10PM SATURD
SATURDA
SUNDAY 12PM-5PM
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Editor’s Note: Staff writer Anthony Braviere will be holding a series of weekly interviews with
Eastern head men’s basketball coach Rick Samuels. This week they talked about the Panthers’ final
two home games and the upcoming conference tournament.
Braviere: Coach, you always Tennessee State (Tuesday) night. es and can shoot from farther out
say that the next one is always
on the floor. Is he another player
the most important. How big is Braviere: So then the highest that concerns you?
the game on Thursday and then seed you could be the No. 3 seed? Samuels: He concerns me
onto Saturday?
Samuels:You know, head to head because he has always been a
Samuels: Well, the most impor- doesn’t decide it. And if there is a tough matchup for us, and probtant thing has been decided and tie it would go Tennessee Tech, ably everyone else in the league.
that is home court in the first then Austin Peay. What is really He’s not your typical low-post
round. And I think there are two going to decide it if SEMO finish- player, but that is where he goes
most important factors are that es fifth because Murray swept to work. He’s crafty and he is a
we want to build momentum by them, and we split.
very smart player.
playing hard and aggressive
going into the tournament, and Braviere: To be honest though Braviere: That’s true, but what
plus I think our kids will really coach, does it really matter who were some of the things they did
respond to a disappointing loss at you play?
to get up on your team?
Southeast Missouri.
Samuels: Home court is the one Samuels: They shot the ball
that matters. You know, maybe it extremely well in the first half,
Braviere: You talked about matters when you get to they execute their offense very
building momentum. I guess the Nashville, because there is the well and our defense was flatbest thing for your team is that No. 1 vs. the No. 4 and two ver- footed. And what I mean by atypthey will be having the last two sus three. But I think at that ical is that they had a big lead
games in Lantz, because your stage, at a neutral court ... but against Murray there, and SEMO.
team has played so well here...
then at that stage, it may not They are a team that gets great
Samuels: We talked about that make a difference.
starts and has trouble hanging on.
immediately after the SEMO
game. We’re not on the road the Braviere: Morehead State has Braviere: Then on Saturday
rest of season; we are either at Ricky Minard, who has played you have Eastern Kentucky
home or at a neutral court. And very well this season. What are coming in and they might not be
this gives us a great opportunity some things you guys can do to the best team in the conference,
to get peak momentum going slow him down?
but could there be a more ideal
into Nashville.
Samuels: Well, I think we are team to get them in here because
going have to defend him. your team knows they can’t
Braviere: For the seeding it Whoever has him individually overlook them because of the
looks like you might be able to has to be aggressive and intense upcoming tournament?
get the No.2 seed if everything in guarding him.
Samuels: I don’t look at the psyworks out for your team...
Braviere: They also have Kyle chological, as they may indicate.
Samuels: Well, that was lost Umberger, who can put the ball I think the real test of an athlete
when Murray State beat in the basket. He’s 6-foot 7-inch- is, do you play as hard as you can

Q& A

sitdown

with Rick

every time you step on the court?
And that should be an emotional
night with it being senior night.
Braviere: Do you think that will be
an advantage for your team with all
of the adrenaline pumping from it
being senior night?
Samuels: I’ve had things work both
ways. I’ve had teams really excited
about playing and not play well at
all and vice versa. Not to mention
senior night is kind of a gamble too,
with some players not being able to
control their emotions.
Braviere: Even though EKU isn’t
the best, they do have John White
and Spanky Parks, can you comment on the things they do for
them?
Samuels: Well, White against us
down there shot the ball from the
perimeter very well, and Spanky
Parks is being used off the bench
and he is a very athletic kid that can
penetrate.
But they also have Lavoris
Jerry, who was the leading scorer
for them the last time we played
them.
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APARTMENTS MUST GO!

University Theatre

Now Offering Lower Prices

LYSISTRATA

PARK PLACE APARTMENTS

presents

Aristophanes’ Lusty Comedy

The only OFF Campus Housing
ON Campus

N OW O F F E R I N G S I G N I N G I N C E N T I V ES

DISCOUNTS, VCR’S, MICROWAVES, GRILLS, $ BACK
FACILITIES INCLUDE
* CENTRAL AC
* FULLY FURNISHED APT.
* BALCONIES
* PARKING
* LAUNDRY
* FREE TRASH
Extended Hrs.
L EA VE A M E S S A GE
MWF 11-1, 2-4

Questions cal l

T 2-3p R 2-4p
715 Grant #101

7p.m. February 20,21,22,23,24
2p.m. February 25

Lindsey 348-1479

J ERRY ’ S PUB
Thur sday Night

on the Mainstage - Doudna Fine Arts Center

$8 adult, $6 senior/faculty/staff, $3.50 student
Phone 581-3110 for reservations
Season Tickets Available

Warning: For mature audience only!

$1.50 Bottles
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$3.00 pitchers
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ADVERTISE online at www.thedailyeasternnews.com

Only $15 for 2 weeks

Call today to speak to an advertising representative at 581-2812

FREE 6” SUB

when you purchase another 6” sub of equal or
greater value, chips and a 32-oz. fountain drink.
Please present this coupon before ordering. Not valid if altered or
duplicated. Not valid on delivery. One order per coupon. One coupon per customer per visit.
Customer must pay any sales tax due. Not good in combination with any other offer.
Cash value 1/100 of 1¢. Offer expires 3/23/01.
Offer Good at the following location:
430 W. Lincoln Charleston, IL 345-7827
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The Shooter says Shaq and Kobe need to make up. Page 13
Anthony Braviere sits down for Q & A with Rick Samuels Page 15
The Slugger says women’s game tonight is a must-win. Page 13

Panther Sports Calendar

Thursday: Women’s basketball vs. Morehead State
@Lantz Gym, 5 p.m.
Thursday: Men’s basketball vs. Morehead, 7 p.m.
Thursday-Sat: Swimming at Midwest Classic
Friday: Baseball @ Arkansas
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2001 Ohio Valley Conference Indoor Championships Preview

The final straightaway

Sara Figiel/ Photo editor
Terrence Roberts heads down the straightaway at practice earlier this week in Lantz Fieldhouse. The
men’s track and field team hosts the Ohio Valley Conference Indoor Championships this weekend.

Sara Figiel/ Photo editor
Melissa McMillan (left) and Megan Wadas run through drills earlier this
week at practice in Lantz Fieldhouse.

Men seek to reclaim OVC title on home turf Women healthy and ready to go
By Chuck Babinski
Staff writer

After losing the Ohio
Valley Conference Indoor
Championship by just half a
point last year, the men’s
indoor track team will finally
get their chance to reclaim the
title.
“The guys are excited about
hosting the championships
here,” head coach Tom Akers
said. “We feel it’s time to win
it back.”
The Panthers won the OVC
title from 1996-98 before finishing second last year to
Middle Tennessee State.
Middle Tennessee State has

since moved into the Sun Belt
Conference, leaving Southeast
Missouri State, who finished
fourth last year, as Eastern’s
main competitor at this year’s
championship.
“Southeast Missouri State
redshirted several of their
freshmen last year,” Akers
said. “They have a very good
team this year.”
SEMO traditionally has
strong sprinters, jumpers and
throwers, and usually dominates these events. Akers
hopes that his deep, wellrounded team will consistently
score in all of the events to finish first overall.
“Our men have a chance to

win, but Eastern Illinois is the
favorite,” SEMO head coach
Joey Haines said. “We should
win or place high in a lot of
events, but Eastern Illinois has
the numbers to pile up a lot of
points with fifth, sixth, seventh
and eighth places.”
Though Akers doesn’t necessarily believe his team is the
favorite, he does agree that
SEMO and Eastern are the
front runners to win the championship.
“The team is physically
ready and I’m expecting some
great performances,” Akers
said. “Right now we’re conSee MEN Page 14

By Chuck Babinski
Staff writer

“We’re in the best shape we’ve
been all year,” head coach John
Craft said. For the women’s
indoor track team, this is indeed
good news.
Eastern will finish an injuryplagued year by hosting the Ohio
Valley Conference Indoor Track
and Field Championships this
weekend in Lantz Fieldhouse.
“I’ve never had this many
injuries in one season,” Craft said.
“But the girls are excited to be
healthy and competing again this
weekend.”
While the injuries are subsiding, the jumpers are building up

momentum heading in o this
weekend, starting last weekend at
Eastern’s Friday Night Special
meet.
While battling through a hamstring injury last week, Marissa
Bushue came through with the top
performance in the long jump and
the triple jump, and Craft says
Bushue is just about at full
strength. Cynthia McGee set a
personal best in the high jump
even with a fractured toe, and
sprinters Leah Reeves and Lexie
Nuckolls each returned from illnesses to compete last week.
“Cynthia had an excellent
week of practice,” Craft said.
See WOMEN Page 14

Swimmers to conclude
year at Midwest Classic
By Bill Ruthhart
Sports editor

Adrienne Weller/Staff photographer
A member of Eastern’s women’s swimming team competes in the freestyle at a meet earlier this season. The Panthers
compete at the MIdwest Classic this week.

The men’s and women’s swim
teams will take part in their final
competition of the season starting
today.
The Panthers traveled to St.
Peters, Mo. Wednesday where
Eastern and six other Division I
schools will challenge for the
Midwest Classic Championship title
today through Saturday.
The women enter the meet on a
record-breaking roll as they have
won 11 straight dual meets since a
season-opening loss at Louisville.
“Louisville has a very strong
team, and I’d have to say they enter
as the favorite,” head coach Ray
Padovan said. “But I feel if we swim
well we’ll be right up there.”
Padovan said Western Illinois
will also pose a challenge for the
women, but don’t quite have the
depth the Panthers do.
On the men’s side, Louisville and

Western Illinois are also the teams to
beat.
Junior Kirk Johns said the team
has been “tapering” its practices and
resting in preparation for the season’s biggest meet.
“We’re just hoping to swim our
best times of the year,” he said. “We
just want to swim hard and hopefully see a lot of personal best times.”
Padovan said Western and
Louisville are the obvious front runners heading into the meet, two
teams that did not compete in the
Midwest Classic a year ago.
The Panthers finished a solid second and nearly won the Classic last
year, but Padovan said with
Louisville and Western entering this
year’s meet, it becomes a whole new
game.
“They are both very talented
teams,” Padovan said.
“But one thing we have going
for us this year is that we have a lot
more depth now than we did last
year.”

